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2. Introduction

The AFL Goulburn Murray Junior Football Future Directions Project was launched in June 2017 as a priority project with significant implications 
to AFL Goulburn Murray’s core responsibilities and is consistent with the Commission’s strategic direction of managing the future of football in 
the region.

The purpose of this Project is to examine the structure and format of junior football in the Goulburn Murray region and design and 
recommend a model for the future.

Through the workshops of four specific Project Teams, the project has considered:
• The best practice governance model for the region’s three stand alone junior football leagues
• The competition structures in junior football to ensure appropriate playing opportunities are provided
• The pathway of players coming into junior football and the transition of players into senior ranks
• The playing conditions and rules of junior football and the application of the AFL Junior Match Policy 

Following the delivery of four club forums and the release of the 27 draft recommendations in November 2017, a window was provided to all 
stakeholders to submit written feedback on the recommendations.  In all, 22 written submissions were received for consideration by the 
Steering Committee.

The Project overall stepped into the background for the first part of 2018 until a significant governance issue in the region was resolved and 
also to observe the junior football team entries for 2018.

Further consultation regarding the recommendations of GVL U16s, KDFNL U17s and KDFNL U14s during the 2018 season has also been 
undertaken to further flesh out any concerns and to better understand implementation issues and flow on effects.

This final report summarizes the project overall and the status of the 27 draft recommendations as released in November 2017. As well as the 
recommendations a key outcome from this project has been the discussions it has started, the issues that have been debated and the ideas it 
has generated as we have looked into the future as to what junior structure is the most appropriate to serve the sustainability of our clubs and 
the best interests of the game.  

Importantly, these conversations need to continue to evolve into the future. 

Martin Gleeson
Region General Manager
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3. Project Background

In summary, junior football in the Goulburn Murray from U18 and below encompasses over 4,600 players representing 215 teams competing in 
eight different Leagues.  Additionally, there are over 1,800 Auskick participants spread across 48 centres.  

This diversity, both in governance and geography, presents a number of challenges when it comes to ensuring we have the best model to recruit 
and retain junior footballers.  It is this model and its working components that are being evaluated in this project.

The refocusing on Auskick as a crucial entry level program and the AFL Goulburn Murray Commission’s priority around player pathways 
necessitates the introduction of this more comprehensive study into the structure, governance and operations of junior football. The key 
outcome is to set a strategic direction to maximise participation opportunities.

It is also worth noting that due to the changing community and sport landscape that a number of clubs struggle to field teams in particular age 
groups.  This project has a starting focus to present a structure designed to assist the long term sustainability of all affiliated clubs in the region.

The Project was delivered under the management of a Steering Committee to oversee the functions of stakeholder representation and to pull 
together the Project Team information.  Specifically focused Project Teams were also tasked to undertake workshops and develop 
recommendations on the project’s key focus areas.

Each Project Team member was nominated by their League and cross referenced by the Steering Committee to ensure all parts of the region 
and all configurations of junior football were represented.  Each Project Team was chaired by a member of the Steering Committee.

By way of context each Project Team member was asked to:
• Consult widely on key topics to ensure Project Team members are well versed and researched on the topics at hand
• Meet as a minimum as per agreement from their Project Team members
• Discuss and deliberate with an open mind
• Not display member bias and to consider other points of view
• Ensure all members contribute meaningfully and in a relevant way to all discussions
• Assess and evaluate existing information and data relevant to the current status
• Ensure a ‘big picture’ focus is maintained at all times for the benefit of junior football participation in the region
• Develop recommendations on their key focus areas to be presented to the Steering Committee
• Maintain confidentiality and integrity of Project Team discussions at all times

The review was conducted in accordance with Worksafe AFL Victoria Country Rule 4.7.
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4. Project Management

Steering Committee
Nicholas Rolfe (Chair)

Greg Freer
Martin Gleeson
Mark Lambourn

Trevor Mellington
Greg Liddell

Governance 
Project Team

Martin Gleeson (Chair)
SDJFL President

SDJFNL President
CGJFL President

1 x SDJFL
1 x SDJFNL
1 x GCJFL

Age Groups 
Project Team

Mark Lambourn (Chair)
1 x GVL
1 x MFL

1 x PDFNL
1 x KDFNL
1 x SDJFL

1 x SDJFNL
1 x GCJFL

Club Pathways 
Project Team

Trevor Mellington (Chair)
1 x GVL
1 x MFL

1 x PDFNL
1 x KDFNL
1 x SDJFL

1 x SDJFNL
1 x GCJFL

Rules
Project Team

Greg Liddell (Chair)
1 x GVL
1 x MFL

1 x PDFNL
1 x KDFNL
1 x SDJFL

1 x SDJFNL
1 x GCJFL
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Project Team Members

Governance
Project Team

Age Groups
Project Team

Club Pathways
Project Team

Rules
Project Team

Chair Martin Gleeson Mark Lambourn Trevor Mellington Greg Liddell

SDJFL
Mick Betson

Andrew Westblade
Peter Ryan 
(Kyabram)

Quentin Langlands
(Tatura)

Paul Brown
(Mooroopna)

SDJFNL
Donna Slevin

Andrew Hill (Euroa)
Steve Garner (Tabilk)

Wayne Aldous
(St Marys)

John Tossol
(Alexandra)

GCJFL
David Trewick

David Bruns (Echuca)
Darryl Poole (Echuca 

United)
Brendan Atley

(Rochester)
Paul Shortis

(St Augustines)

MFL
Peter Beasley

(Cobram)
John Nihill
(Nathalia)

Adrian Daley 
(Moama)

PDFNL
Col Senior 
(Executive)

Craig McCulloch
(Deniliquin Rovers)

Kevin Hanson 
(Rennie)

GVL
Quentin Thomson

(Executive)
Rob McCartney
(Shepparton)

Geoff Hill
(Benalla)

KDFNL
Craig Thompson

(Murchison)
Andrew Hipwell

(Stanhope)
Vin Edwards 
(Executive)
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Project Team Key Focus Areas

Committee Key Focus Areas

Steering Committee

• Ensure process complies with AFL Vic Country Rule 4.7
• Consult extensively with community and stakeholders
• Consider ramifications of all recommendations
• Always consider the ‘big picture’ for the benefit of junior football

Governance Project Team

• Consult extensively with community and stakeholders
• Focus on the three stand alone junior Leagues
• Election of office bearers and their qualifications
• Decision making processes
• Meeting structures (board and delegates)
• Investigate best practise structures

Age Groups Project Team

• Consult extensively with community and stakeholders
• Review data of current status
• Consider impact across all junior football
• Odd age groups v Even age groups
• Gap between age groups (how many years is ideal?)
• Consistency of age groups between Leagues

Pathways Project Team

• Consult extensively with community and stakeholders
• Transition from Auskick to Junior Football
• Transition between age groups
• Transition from other programs to clubs (e.g. schools)
• Transition from junior football to senior football

Rules Project Team

• Consult extensively with community and stakeholders
• Consider current Bylaws of each League
• Consistency of Bylaws across Leagues
• Implementation of the AFL Junior Match Policy
• Player movements (e.g. permits and clearances)
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5. Project Draft Recommendations

Across the four Project Teams 27 draft recommendations were developed and released in November 2017
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Project Draft Recommendations

1. That, to ensure proper governance, each League enforce the requirement that a League Executive member can not hold a committee 
position within a club in their League

2. That AFL Goulburn Murray host three junior summits each year for the Executives of SDJFL, SDJFNL and GCJFL to come together and 
discuss relevant and collective issues

3. That Seymour DJFNL outsource their governance to the Commission utilising the following clause which can be voted on at a Special 
General Meeting:
• In addition to their Administration Agreement, AFL Goulburn Murray will provide governance of the Seymour District Football 

Netball League for the term of their Affiliation Agreement
• The Seymour District Junior Football Netball will outsource its administrative governance to the Commission,  who will have 

ultimate responsibility for all financial and administrative decision making of the Seymour District Junior Football Netball League, 
subject to the League’s approval

• AFL Goulburn Murray will appoint three members from within the current SDJFNL to assist as an Advisory Committee
• All business and financial decisions will be made by AFL Goulburn Murray in consultation with the Advisory Committee

4. That the Goulburn Campaspe Junior Football League outsource their governance to the Commission utilising the above clause which 
can be voted on at a Special General Meeting

5. That Shepparton DJFL Executive conduct a workshop with AFL Goulburn Murray on the governance models presented through this 
review

6. Should the Shepparton DJFL decide to outsource their governance in the way outlined in these recommendations at a time in the future 
then AFL Goulburn Murray are to establish a single Junior Advisory Committee to represent the interests of all three Leagues and
provide direction and support

7. AFL Goulburn Murray Commission to play a role in the direction around information sharing of pathway and transition points for 
players.  Commission also to provide direction on commencement dates for training for age groups U10s through to U16s.

8. AFL Goulburn Murray to do a review of senior league structures to commence by no later than 2019 
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Project Draft Recommendations 

9. All Leagues to adopt the AFL Junior Match Policy in its published form

10. Should a League adopt an Overage Policy, the following is recommended
• A League may consider applications from a Club for a player to play in an age group which the player’s age exceeds where the 

player has an incapacity to such a degree that it is not appropriate for them to play in the age group for which they are 
qualified.  Suitable evidence must be submitted of the incapacity (e.g. doctor’s certificate) to support the application OR

• Where a Club considers it appropriate that a player play in an age group which the player’s age exceeds for reasons other than 
incapacity then an application (together with supporting documentation) must be submitted to the League who will consider the
application in its absolute discretion under the following conditions:
• The player must have played at their current club in the previous season, unless the player is playing their first season
• The League will appoint a committee of 3 persons to assess the players eligibility 
• The League will advise its insurer if any applications are successful
• A review shall take place after round 4 and prior to June 30 to consider if the player is allowed continued special 

consideration. If at the June 30 review a player is still eligible to play as overage then they are deemed eligible to play in 
finals subject to League qualification

• The league will have the power to withdraw the player’s eligibility at any stage
• An overage player is to be identified on the teamsheet with an asterisk next to their name
• If an overage player is found guilty of a reportable offence they will immediately lose their eligibility
• Each team will be limited to a maximum of two overage players under this criteria

11. All Leagues to adopt a regional approach to Area Agreements
• Draft is provided as an Appendix in the Preliminary Report

12. All Leagues to adopt a Bylaw applying a maximum cap of 26 players on any team list.  Any excess players are to be transitioned to 
another club(s).  This is to maximise participation opportunities for junior players as well as assist clubs who may struggle to field 
teams

13. All Leagues to adopt a Bylaw for all clubs in all age groups to have submitted their playing list to the League by 1 March at the latest to 
allow sufficient time for ‘non-listed’ players to find another club to play at
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Recommended Rules Summary 
MIXED BOYS ONLY

U8 U9 & U10 U11 & U12 U13 & U14 U15 & U16 U17 & U18

PHASE Introductory Development Competition Competition Competition Competition

REGULATIONS

Ground size 80m X 60m 100m x 80m Standard Standard Standard Standard

Zones ✓ ✓ × × × ×

#players on ground 6 – 12 a side 9 / 12 a side 12 / 15 a side 18 a side 18 a side 18 a side

Ball Type Syn only Syn only Syn / Leather Leather Leather Leather

Ball size 2 2 3 4 Full size Full size

Quarter durations (mins) 10 12 15 15 20 22

Break length
¼ - ½ - ¾ time

3-6-3 3-6-3 3-10-5 3-10-5 3-10-5 3-10-5

Scoring No scores, ladders or finals permitted
No scores, ladders or finals 

permitted
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Results
No recording of best players or 

goalkickers
No recording of best players 

or goalkickers
No recording of best 
players or goalkickers

✓ ✓ ✓

LAWS

Tackling No tackling Modified ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Bumping × × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Stealing the ball × × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Barging × × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Smothering × × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Fending off × × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Shepherding × × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Bouncing the ball 1 max Unlimited

Kicking off the ground × × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Ball ups Nominated players ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Throw-ins × × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Marking Any distance, reasonable attempt Any distance, shows control 10m, direct catch ✓ 15m 15m

Distance penalty 25m 25m 25m 25m 25m 50m

Deliberate out of bounds × × × × × ✓

Deliberately rushed behind × × × × × ✓

UMPIRES & COACHES

# Field umpires Club (2) Association (1) 2 2

Boundary umpires × × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Coaches On – field Optional Sideline Sideline Sideline Sideline
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Project Draft Recommendations

14. GVL to introduce an U16 competition to be played on Saturday mornings as a curtain raiser to the U18s 

Rationale
• Benalla Saints are currently the only GVL club without at least one U16 team.  The 11 other clubs all have U16 teams which compete in 

the Shepparton DJFL, Seymour DJFNL or Wangaratta JFL.  Nine of the 12 clubs have two U16 teams playing in other junior Leagues
• There is generally a disconnect between U16 Sunday football and the U18 Saturday competition, especially with GVL clubs spread 

across multiple junior Leagues.  From a participation perspective junior playing numbers peak at the U14 age group with the highest 
drop off recorded in the U16 and above age groups

• Therefore, the establishment of a GVL U16 competition will develop a tighter connection within the club environment at this very
important age group.  This will encourage the player pathway with U16 players able to be a part of the major match day and to see 
their club role models perform.  This is also expected to assist in maintaining parental involvement and the recruitment of club
volunteers

Proposed GVL match day times to accommodate an U16 competition:

Age Group Start Quarter Length 1/4 Time 1/2 Time 3/4 Time Finish

U16 9:20am 20 mins 3 mins 10 mins 5 mins 10.58am

U18 11:05am 20 mins 3 mins 10 mins 5 mins 12:43pm

Reserves 12:50pm 20 mins 5 mins 10 mins 5 mins 2:30pm

Seniors 2:35pm
20 mins

(+ time on)
6 mins 20 mins 6 mins ~4:45pm
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Project Draft Recommendations

15. KDFNL to change their thirds age group from U18 to U17

Rationale 
• Bring the KDFNL structure in to line with other District leagues across the State
• Assisting KDFNL clubs in developing 1 point players as per the AFL Victoria Community Club Sustainability Program
• Attracting U16 players coming from Sunday football as ‘top age’ players 
• Removing the spectre of alcohol from the District club environment as a safety measure for smaller clubs
• It will bolster Reserves numbers and reduces the age/maturity gap as there will be a greater quantity of ‘younger’ players playing in the 

Reserves
• Provides opportunity to achieve the aspirational target of setting up an U14 competition in the future

16. KDFNL to set an aspirational target to establish an U14 competition in the future

Rationale 
• While it is understood that this is currently not feasible the formation of U14s in the KDFNL will greatly increase club sustainability in the 

long term
• This age group conforms with the preferred structure outlined throughout this project
• There would be a maximum three year age gap from U14 to U17 for KDFNL clubs
• Having an U14 age group would enable clubs to target families and younger players.  This is a considerably easier task than the current 

environment of having to recruit 15 to 18 year old each season
• Whilst there is a considerable age difference from Auskick to U14 a competition at this age group would provide a club pathway 

opportunity into junior football.  This is particularly true for smaller towns without access to U10 & U12 teams
• The flow on effect of younger players in the club is an increased pool of volunteers and the opportunity to recruit and retain parents as 

club volunteers
• Provides a club male participation opportunity to align with the current netball structure
• A KDFNL U14 competition need not consist of an 18-a-side model initially
• An interim measure to work towards achieving this aspirational target is to encourage KDFNL clubs to create alliances with current 

junior teams and/or to enter teams into the current junior competitions
• Also that KDFNL U14 competition would most likely have an impact on the number of teams in U14 competitions in the Seymour DJFNL, 

Shepparton DJFL and Goulburn Campaspe JFL
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Project Draft Recommendations

17. AFL Goulburn Murray Commission to develop a “best practice” resource to highlight retention strategies to be distributed to all clubs 
in the region

Some topics for this document:
• Club Committee members should all have a designated portfolio. One of these portfolios should be articulated as player retention and 

linked to making direct contact with any participant that does not re-register in the current season after having played any game for the 
club in the previous season.

• Every Football Club should have a direct affiliation with an Auskick centre to promote their transition to junior football
• Every club should be able to identify and articulate a clear pathway from Auskick to Senior football within their club
• All Clubs should implement a mentoring strategy that links senior and junior players within the club
• All Football Clubs should identify strategies to have at least one senior footballer present at all Auskick sessions
• All clubs should celebrate and promote any success in the club that highlights a positive club culture and celebrate the broader

positives of being involved in a club.  This could be enhanced by having a designated social media portfolio within the club
• All clubs should have a structured process for the appointment of coaches at all junior levels

18. That junior netball interleague opportunities be provided to Seymour DJFNL netballers each year

19. That a formal and paid umpiring program be introduced into the Seymour DJFNL from 2018 onwards.  This would commence for U16 
with a view to expanding to U14 and U12

20. That a Coach and Team Manager Handbook be developed that is consistent across all three Junior Leagues and provided to each 
team prior to the start of the season.  The handbook would contain consistent Codes of Conduct, coach expectations, team manager
duties, match day paperwork requirements, etc with a specific League supplement for Bylaws, club contacts and fixtures

21. That a workshop session be held with each League delegates for their understanding on League costs, administration costs, etc

22. That a research study be conducted by the Commission on participant drop out rates with the focus on ‘the Why?’ and not just the 
quantity
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Project Draft Recommendations

23. That a workshop be held with each League delegates to discuss the role of the club in the community and the benefits that clubs provide to 
their community

24. That GMCA become more active in distributing coaching drills, resources, etc to clubs and coaches

25. Every Auskick centre should ensure that, as a minimum, one coach is Level 1 Accredited.

26. The Goulburn Murray Coaches Association (GMCA) should facilitate at least one coaching PD per season that enables information and best 
practice sharing amongst regional coaches.  A component including representation from umpires should be included at each session

27. All clubs should appoint a coaching co-ordinator to develop, implement and provide accountability to the club coaching philosophy
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6. Recommendations Feedback
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Recommendations Feedback
Following the release of the recommendations a feedback window was open for stakeholders and interested personnel to provide written 
submissions on any or all of the recommendations.

In all, 22 written submissions were received by the Steering Committee in relation to the 27 recommendations of this project. The feedback 
contained in the submissions is summarised in short form on the following pages as it relates to each recommendation by its reference number.

Please note that each comment is a summary of the feedback submission as it relates to each of the recommendations and the comments are 
provided without commentary or response to ensure transparency.

Recommendation 2

• Support 

Recommendation 8

• Will review have impact on club recruiting?

Recommendation 9

• Support
• Leather footballs get wet (U14)
• Extending ¼ length in U17 discourages playing in Seniors in the same day
• Unlimited bouncing allows better players to dominate
• Do not support U14 game times
• Do not support 15-a-side for U11 and U12
• Support 
• Will it be consistent in all Leagues?
• Who has final approval for overage players?
• Do not support leather footballs for U14
• Do not support U14 & U17 quarter length
• Do not support unlimited bounces U14
• Do not support boundary throw ins for U14
• Do not support Association umpires for U14 and U17
• Do not support ‘boys only’ U14
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Recommendations Feedback

Recommendation 10

• Each case should be based on merits
• Will it be consistent in all Leagues?
• Who has final approval for overage players?
• League Board should have right to remove approval
• More than 2 overage players should be allowed

Recommendation 11

• Do not support restriction on using permit players during a bye
• Do not support allowing up to 6 permit players
• Do not support player can play 2 games per weekend
• Support 
• Will Area Agreements be the same in all Leagues?
• Do not support permits when home club is not fixtured to play
• Do not support players permitted to play 2 games per weekend
• Do not support players permitted to play with multiple clubs in one competition
• Do not support amount of permitted players to be equal to or greater than 25% of the minimum amount of players required to constitute a match. 

No greater than 3 per side in any one match
• Do not support players being able to play 5 or more permits per year
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Recommendations Feedback

Recommendation 12

• Unworkable
• Club guidelines in place to deal with excess numbers
• Do not support – cant turn kids away
• Unworkable and untenable
• Families involved at different age groups
• Do not support
• Do not want to split up families
• Unworkable 
• Unworkable 
• Untenable 
• Do no support
• Do not support
• Do not support
• Unrealistic and impractical
• Do not support

Recommendation 13

• Unworkable and untenable
• Families involved at different age groups
• Do not support
• Do not want to split up families
• Unworkable
• Unworkable
• Untenable
• Do not support
• Do not support
• Unrealistic and impractical
• Do not support
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Recommendations Feedback

Recommendation 14

• KDFNL clubs use permit players from Sunday U16
• Kids that miss GVL U16s cut can filter to KDFNL U17.5
• Stronger kids from GVL U16 can play U19s
• Kids exiting KDFNL U17.5s not wanting to play senior football can play GVL U19s
• Support 
• Reduce umpiring numbers or burn out if forced to play and umpire on same day
• GVFUA would not supply umpires to GVL U16s
• Detrimental to Benalla area
• Would decimate WDJFL model
• AFL GM would need to accommodate all Benalla and Mansfield junior teams

Recommendation 15

• Do not support
• KDFNL clubs use permit players from Sunday U16
• Kids that miss GVL U16s cut can filter to KDFNL U17.5
• Stronger kids from GVL U16 can play U19s
• Kids exiting KDFNL U17.5s not wanting to play senior football can play GVL U19s
• Would significantly reduce ability to field a team
• Will be hurtful to KDFNL
• Disagree as it would actually create more drop outs at the 18 & 19 year old group 

Recommendation 16

• Do not support
• KDFNL clubs use permit players from Sunday U16
• Kids that miss GVL U16s cut can filter to KDFNL U17.5
• Stronger kids from GVL U16 can play U19s
• Kids exiting KDFNL U17.5s not wanting to play senior football can play GVL U19s
• Would significantly reduce ability to field a team
• Aspirational target should be put off for at least 3 years to allow for other changes to bed down
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Recommendations Feedback

Recommendation 20

• Support 
• Who is covering the cost of Coach & Team Manager book?
• Will it be re-issued each year?

Recommendation 22

• Support 

Recommendation 23

• When will workshops be held? What resources will be available?

Recommendation 17

• Support 

General / Non Specific

• Currently not enough players to sustain current clubs long term
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7. Recommendations Adoption Summary

After reviewing the submissions the Steering Committee deliberated on the feedback received.  Further investigation and discussion with 
relevant stakeholders was conducted regarding Recommendations 14, 15 and 16 and the following high level summary is provided:

Therefore:
• Recommendations 1-10, 17-27 are adopted as recommended
• Recommendation  9 is to be amended
• Recommendations 12 & 13 have been dismissed and are to be replaced
• Recommendations 14 & 15 are supported with further study and stakeholder engagement required before implementation is finalised
• Recommendation 16 has been adopted recognising the future needs 

Recommendation Status

1 Adopted

2 Adopted

3 Adopted

4 Adopted

5 Adopted

6 Adopted

7 Adopted

8 Adopted

9 To be amended

10 Adopted

11 Adopted

12 Dismissed

13 Dismissed 

14 Further study required

Recommendation Status

15 Further study required

16 Adopted recognising future need

17 Adopted

18 Adopted

19 Adopted

20 Adopted

21 Adopted

22 Adopted

23 Adopted

24 Adopted

25 Adopted

26 Adopted

27 Adopted
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Recommendation 9

Recommendation 9 currently reads – “All Leagues to adopt 
the AFL Junior Match Policy in its published form.”

Considering the feedback contained in the stakeholder 
submissions this recommendation has been amended to:

“9. All Leagues to adopt the AFL Junior Match Policy with any 
League based alterations to be formally approved by the 
Commission.”

This amendment considers the different needs of each 
League and their different preferences and circumstances.  

Any requested amendments to the Junior Match Policy in its 
written form are to be submitted in writing by the League 
and will then be approved or denied by the Commission.  

In its deliberation the Commission will consider the impact 
of the requested Policy change in regards to the integrity and 
philosophy of the Junior Match Policy and also in keeping 
with providing a consistent approach to junior football rules 
across the region.
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Recommendations 12 & 13

Following stakeholder feedback both Recommendation 12 and 13 have been dismissed as operationally unworkable as, while the philosophy 
is sound and supported, the application of these recommendations would not provide a solution for player shortages in some clubs and may 
in fact create internal issues in clubs with strong numbers.

Clubs with more than 26 players in any age group will still be encouraged to offer players the opportunity to transfer to other clubs which are 
short on numbers but it is also recognised that legislating this approach is not satisfactory.

Instead, these two recommendations will be replaced by a formal ‘Player Sharing Policy’ which is to be adopted by all Leagues.  This Policy 
will seek to address the issues outlined in these recommendations.

A subcommittee will be assembled to develop this draft Policy to then be distributed to each League for feedback and comment before being 
formally ratified by the Steering Committee and adopted by the Commission.  This subcommittee will consist of Greg Liddell (AFL GM 
Football Development Manager) Dale Norman (MFL General Manager) and Bree Boyle (AFL GM Junior Competitions & Events).
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Recommendation 14

Recommendation 14 relates to the introduction of a GVL U16 age group to be played on Saturday mornings as the curtain raiser to the GVL 
U18s.

At the time of the recommendation being released the transfer of existing GVL clubs with U16s from Sunday football (Shepparton DJFL) to 
Saturday football (GVL) would have had the following impact:
• The Shepparton DJFL U16 competition would contain six U16 teams – Echuca, Kyabram, Moama, Shepp Notre, Shepparton United, 

Shepparton Swans
• In 2018 Shepparton United and Kyabram dropped their second U16 team which potentially brings this competition to four teams

• The Seymour DJFNL U16 competition would contain six U16 teams – Alexandra, Broadford, Seymour or St Mary’s, Tabilk, Wandong, Yea
• In 2018 Yea dropped their U16 team which potentially brings this competition to five teams

• The loss of one of the Benalla teams and the Mansfield team to the Wangaratta DJFL U16 competition
• AFL North East Border have also since advised that should the GVL commence U16s then Benalla U16, U14 and U12 teams and 

Mansfield U14 and U12 teams would be expelled from the Wangaratta DJFL

Therefore, the introduction of the GVL U16 competition will be postponed until 2020 with further investigation conducted to resolve the 
following considerations to the satisfaction of the Commission:
• Sustainability of the Seymour DJFNL U16 competition
• Sustainability of the Shepparton DJFL U16 competition
• A meeting to be held with AFL North East Border Commission regarding Benalla and Mansfield
• Current GVFUA refusal to provide umpires for a GVL U16 competition
• Importance of increased dialogue between Junior League Executives and the GVL Board

Additionally, this project has brought to the surface a number of issues regarding the relationship that currently exists between the senior and 
junior bodies within the same club.  There are a number of GVL clubs who, whilst they wear the same jumper colours and carry the same 
name, do not share a coordinated and consistent relationship.  

In these instances there is a significant disconnect between junior and senior bodies and there is no doubt this has a significant impact on the 
retention and transition of players.
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Recommendation 14

This is a significant concern and impacts on player pathways and the transition of players from U16 to U18 level and it is the 
recommendation of the Steering Committee that the following be undertaken:
• A ‘whole of club’ philosophy be promoted amongst GVL clubs to encourage and foster relationships between senior and junior bodies to 

better link player pathways
• An audit and discovery process be conducted by Football Development Managers with each GVL club regarding the relationship between 

the senior and junior bodies
• A joint workshop be held between the GVL Board and each of the Seymour DJFNL and Shepparton DJFL Boards
• A series of case studies be published by the Commission to profile positive stories of clubs developing pathways from juniors to seniors
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Recommendations 15 & 16

Recommendation 15 and 16 relate to changes within the KDFNL age group structures specifically:
• KDFNL changing their Thirds age group from U18 to U17 (Recommendation 15)
• KDFNL setting an aspirational target of introducing U14s into the future (Recommendation 16)

Whilst the PDFNL have committed to affiliation for 2019, the KDFNL (and also MFL) have announced they would like to set up another division 
within their League to accommodate clubs who could field U17s and U14s.  It is therefore the view of the Steering Committee and the 
Commission that, whilst U17s remains the preferred thirds age group at the district level, introduction in 2019 would be premature whilst there 
are other structural issues to be resolved in the coming months.

Therefore, the following has been adopted by the Commission:
• Should the KDFNL establish a separate division in 2019 then the thirds in the new division shall be U17 and U14 whilst the other division shall 

remain at U18.  In 2020, both divisions shall be U17s as thirds
• Should the KDFNL not establish a separate division in 2019 then the current thirds shall remain as U18 for 2019 and revert to U17 in 2020

The aspirational target of U14 for KDFNL clubs is adopted with Football Development Managers to work with each club to establish junior 
pathway links as the first priority.  KDFNL clubs are encouraged to establish junior links (at U10, U12 and/or U14 level) in either the Seymour 
DJFNL or Shepparton DJFNL as a starting point to building their own pathway.  The SGR Giants and Tabilk JFCs are successful examples of this 
model which are already in place.
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8. Conclusion

The AFL Goulburn Murray Junior Football Future Directions Project has been a major undertaking of the Commission.  With 27 
recommendations to be implemented across governance, rules, pathways and age groups the project will have a significant and lasting legacy 
for the betterment of junior football in the region.

The involvement of 27 community club and league volunteers in four project teams ensured the initial discussions were open, thorough and 
representative of a broad cross section of club stakeholders.  As a result the 27 recommendations were an output of those discussions and 
representative of the expertise and knowledge in each Project Team.

The project was slowed down at the commencement of the 2018 season to ensure there was further engagement and discussion over some 
of the proposed age group structural changes.  This has led to a greater understanding of the complexities and impacts of implementation 
without losing site of the original philosophy and outcomes from the Project Team.

With the final recommendations now handed down the focus turns now to implementation and, in the case of Recommendations 14, 15 & 
16, to resolve the implementation concerns which have arisen over the past few months.

The Commission has committed considerable resource, thinking and consultation into this project and Football Development Managers in the 
first instance will work with each League to have the relevant Recommendations presented and discussed for them to be formally adopted at 
respective Annual General Meetings at the end of the 2018 season.

The Commission would like to thank the Steering Committee for their work in coordinating and running this project.  Thanks and 
acknowledgement are also extended to the members of each of the Project Teams for their input and to each of the Leagues, club delegates 
and club personnel who have debated and discussed various aspects of this project over the past 12 months.  It is your input which has 
ultimately shaped the outcomes of this significant piece of work.


